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Chapter 10 

Effects on the Central Nervous System 
Yu. A. Kholodov 
ln.stitut.e of Higher Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology 

USSR Academy of Sciences 

Most of the recent works of biomagnetism1 are devoted to the prob
lem of the effect produced by a static magnetic field on the cellular and 
tissue levels. The aim of such investigations is to disclose the bio
physical mechanism .which govern.s tl_le acti<_>n of a magnetic field. 

But of no less interest is the physfological analysis of the influence 
exerted by· a static magneti<::. field on the integral organism of verte
brates, where reactions to various stimuli are effected through the 
central nervous system. It has been shown that, in order to ascertain 
the biological action of a static magnetic field on isolated organs and 
tissues, it is necessary to utilize fields of greater strength than in 
experiments with an integral organism. 2 Whereas under usual con
ditions the action of a static magnetic field is not readily felt by man, 
in the state of hypnosis 3 or in the state of mescalin intoxication4, the 
magnetic field modifies the visual images. The aforementioned facts, 
as well as data relating to the possible orientations of animals by the 
terrestial magnetic field, prompted us to set ourselves the task of 
studying the_ properties of a static magnetic field as a stimulus by 
applying such modern methods as conditioned-reflex and electrophysio
logical methods. 

The experiments were carried out on fish (crucians and stickle
backs), birds (pigeons and bullfinches), and mammals (rabbits) by the 
conditioned-reflex method. In mammals we recorded the EEG, in fish 
and birds the motor activity; in addition, we ascertained the sensitivity 
of fish to electric current. The reactions of the animals to light and 
sound were utilized for control purposes. 

The static magnetic field was generated by a permanent cobalt 
magnet, as well as by air-core and iron-core electromagnets. Any 
temperature and acoustic stimulations were avoided. The strength of 
the field varied from 1 to 800 Oe. The duration of the action of the 
magnetic field ranged from several seconds (in experiments with con
ditioned reflexes) to several hours (in experiments with recording of 
the motor activity). 
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It was found that food-seeking and· electrodefin~j~ conditioned 
reflexes can be produced in fish by static-magnetic ~fe~i}of 100 to 200 
Oe strength. Food-~eeking conditioned reflexes (ffve- fish) occurred 

on the average after five trials; they were established (the criterion 
was five successive times) after 23 triaJs and reached 60% stability. 
Electrodefensive conditioned reflexes (14 fish) occurred on the average 
after 11 trials; they proved established after 64 trials and reached 39% 
stability. Thus, , in fish it was. easier to produce food-seeking con
ditioned reflexes to a magnetic field than. electrodefensive reflexes; 
however, •the production of both by a magnetic field is more difficult 
than py light or sound stimuli. These -~ta prove that a magnetic field 
as a phys.iologicaI stimulant is weaker than the above-mentioned stimuli. 

But in the investigation of inhibitory ·conditioned reflexes to the 
combined stimulus of ''magnet+ light" it turned out that· a magnetic 
field exerts a· stronger inhibitory action than light or sound. Food
seeking inhibitory reflexes (five fish) appeared on the average after 
three trials; they were established after 15 trials and reached 84% 
stability. Electrodefensive inhibitory conditioned reflexes (seven fish) 
occurred after three trials, became established after eleven trials, and 
reached 78% stability, ·· The inhibitory influence of the magnetic field 
often persisted for several minutes after it was discontinued. These 

. results show that the action of a magnetic field is predominantly of an 
inhibitory character and that its influence persists, which finds its ex
pression in consecutive inhibition. 

_ In pigeons (seven birds) we failed to observe any positive or in
hibitory food-seeking or defensive conditioned reflexes by a static 
magnetic field of 200 Oe; this fully supports the findings.of Orgel and 

. Smith. 5 However, in experiments with alimentary conditioned reflexes, 
the magnetic field increased the number of intertrial reactions in 
pigeo~s by a factor of 2. to 3. \Yhen alimentary conditioned reflexes 
were produced in pigeons by light stimulus, the magnetic field proved 
to inhibit them in 70% of all cases; It should be pointed out that such an 
inhibitory action was already observed during the first applications of 
the combination of "magnet +light"; its intensity did not change whether 
the action of these stimuli was accompanied by food or not. Someti-mes 
the inhibitory action of the magnetic field persisted for several ~inutes 
after the magnet current had been switched off. Thus, although in 
pigeons the production of a conditioned reflex by a static magnetic, fie!d 
proved to be impossible, the magnetic field exerted an unconditioned 
inhibitory action on the optical condition;ed reflexes and_ increased the 
number of intertrial reactions. The fact that a magnetic field has a 
stronger effect on fish can perhaps be explained by the peculiar struc
ture of their central nervous system, a·s well as by the probable in

fluence of the magnetic field on the water. This question, however, 
neecls further experimental investigation. 

In fish the static magnetic field also increased the nurriber of in
tertrial reactions several times; it inhibited the conditioned reactions 
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•· - • ':_- . .The: ~;~dominantly, inhibitor{ effect 'of, a magnetic field was ob
:- servable a-Iso when we tested the sensitivity of fish to electric current. 

The strength.°'of _the -current which is necessary to provoke a slight 
_ quiver in a fish increased on the average by 45% under the influence of 
a static.magnetic field of 100 to 200 Oe. 7 

·.· - During the action of a static magnetic ·field of about 800 Oe we ob
served on the EEG of rabbits (11 animals) a highly significant ( P < O. 001) 
increase in the number of spindles in the frontal region of the cerebral 
cortex, as well as an increase in the nurriber of slow high-amplitude 
oscillations in the occipital region;8 this also indicates the emergence 
of an inhibitory state in the central nervous system. 

Furthermore, under the action of the magnetic field the interval 
after which the reaction of assimilation of light flashes of growing 
brightness appears on the EEG of a rabbit increased from 18.4 ± 0.4 
sec to 20.4 ± 0.4 sec; this implies a decline in the excitability of the 
cortical end of the visual analyzer. 

It ~ust be noted that although we often ·observ_eq an inhibitory effect 
of the . magnetic field, the character of the reaction depended on the 
initial functional state of the central nervous system. Thus, against the 
background of a· reduced sensitivity of fish· to elecfric current, we ob
~erved an increase of this sensitivity in the magnetic field. Under the 
action of the magnetic field the EEG of rabbits exhibited acute waves 
which reflected a process of excitation. During the production of con
ditioned reflexes by a static magnetic field in fish and pigeons, the 
number of intertrial reactions increased, irrespective of the reaction 
to the given signal; this means that the conditioned reflex to the sur
rou~dings · proved to be uninhibited. Moreover, a static magnetic field 
of 100 Oe inc.reased the rriotor activity of fish, while a magnetic field of 
only about 1 be increased the motor activity of bullfinches. 

9 

Thus, although a magnetic field produced predominantly an in
hibitory effect, it may also provoke excitation in the central nervous 

system. 
Although there exists an assumption that magnetic fields are per-

1 1. 10 · 
ceived bv fish with the help of an organ of the latera rne, rn our ex-
periments after the denervation of this organ a conditioned reflex to the 
magnetic field could be as successfully produced as in intact animals. 
Our experiments with blinded fish did not confirm the assertion that the 
retina is highly sensitive to a magnetic field. 11 After a complete bi
lateral enuclcation of fish, conditioned reflexes to a magnetic field were 
produced even more readily tha11 in animals with intact vision.

12 

We investigated the effect of lesions of different cerebral regions in 
fish on conditioned magnetic reflexes and found that lesions of the fore
brain, tectum opticum, or cerebellum do not modify the reaction of Hsh 
to a magnetic field, although they derange the conditioned reflexes to 
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light and sound. Only lesion of the diencephalon caus-~d disturbances 
of the conditioned reflexes to a magnetic field. So we assumed that a 
magnetic field can exert direct influence on the diencephalon without 
participation of the sense organs. 9 

To verify the above assumption experimentally we investigated the 
EEG reaction to a static magnetic field of the rabbit's encephale isole 
after additional bilateral sections of the optical and olfactory nerves. 
It proved that the structures of the forebrain and diencephalon deprived 
of any nervous connections with the receptors react to a static magnetic 
field more often, more rapidly, and more intensively than an intact brain. 

Normally, the _modifications on the EEG of a· rabbit occurred ap
proximately 20 sec after the electromagnet had been switched on. Ten 
seconds after it was switched off a new increase in the number of 
spindles and of slow oscillations occurred. This reaction resembles 
the off-effect which is observed on the retina of the eye under the action 
of light. The reaction to the switching-off manifested itself less fre
quently and was less pronounced than the main reaction. 

In the preparation of the encephale isole, the main reaction emerged 
approximately 10 sec after the electromagnet had been switched on, 
while the reaction to its switching-off remained the same as in normal 
animals. This fact leads to the assumption that the main reaction to a 
magnetic field and the reaction to its switching-off are effected by dif
ferent physiological mechanisms. 

Since the EEG reaction of a rabbit to a magnetic field arises with a 
considerable latent period and in a diffuse way, i.e., simultaneously in 
several regions of the cortex of both hemispheres, it may be assumed 
that it is the more inert struc~ures of the diencephalon which are re
sponsible for this reaction. 

Ionizing radiation13 and high-frequency· electromagnetic fields 14 

exert direct influence on the diencephalon. We have demonstrated that 
high-frequency electromagnetic fields and static magnetic fields produce 
a similar action ·on the conditioned reflexes of fish and on the EEG of 
rabbits. 15 

Consequently, it may be assumed that ~ static magnetic field exerts 
direct nonspecific action on the central nervous system of vertebrates. 
This assumption does not exclude the possibility of a reflexive effect 
due to magnetic fields, which is confirmed by experiments with isolated 
organs and tissues. 

In summary, we point out several peculiar features of the physio
logical action of a static magnetic field as a stimulus. 

1. A magnetic field is a weak stimulus. The reaction to this stimu
lus takes place approximately in 40 to 70'h of all cases when a magnetic 
field is applied. 

2. A magnetic field produced predominantly an inhibitory effect. 
3. A reaction to a magnetic field sometimes persists even after the 

latter is discontinued. 
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•, - 4. A static magnetic field acts directly on the structures of the 

diencephalon and forebrain. 
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Chapter 11 

Survival of Animals 1n Magnetic 

Fields of 140,000 Oe 
Dietrich E. Beischer 
U. S. Naval School of Aviation Medicine 

Pensacola, Florida 

Future developments in space travel may expose man for prolonged 

periods of time to magnetic fields considerably stronger than the geo

magnetic field. 1 Such exposure may have its source in magnets used in 

ion propulsion devices or in magnetic shielding against cosmic radiation. 

The low energy density of magnetic fields used in previous studies 

seems to be a main reason for a lack of easily observable bioeffects. 

Since the energy per unit volume in a magnetic field increases with the 

square of the magnetic intensity H, an increase in these values should 

make _biomagnetic effects more obvious. 

The quest for fields of higher energy is met at present by an active 

development of solenoids producing fields of high strength. Several 

laboratories with power sources of a few megawatts can produce fields 

of the order of 100,000 Oe. The plans of the MIT National Magnet Labo

ratory include motor generators capable ofproducingupto 8 MW, which 

will permit construction of a magnet with a field strength up to 250,000 

Oe. 2 The present study used the magnet facilities of the Solid State 

Division of the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. The 

study represents a first exploring expansion of biomagnetic research 

into the range of very high magnetic field strength. It will be followed 

later by more detailed experimentation. 

ANIMALS 

The mice used in this study were young animals NIH strain with 

weights under 20 g to fit into the narrow tubing in the magnet core. 

Drosophila melanogaster, Wild type and Oregon-R type, separated 

by sex and in sex mixture, were used. 

'Opinions and conclusions contained in this report are those of the author and are not to be 

construed as necessarily reflecting the view or the endorsement of the Navy Department. This 

research was conducted under the sponsorship of the Office of Bio-Sciences Program, National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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Fig. I. Distribution of the field strength along the core of a modified Bitter 
magnet. [The International Electrotechnical Commission in 1930 adopted 
the resolution to name the unit of field intensity oersted; this unit was for-
merly called gauss-Ed. note.] ---

Eggs and sperm of the sea urchin Arbacia punctulata were obtained 

from animals caught off the entrance to Pensacola Bay in the Gulf of 

Mexico. The eggs were filtered through cheesecloth, washed, and 

diluted with sea water. 
Photobacterium fischeri was procured from the American Type 

Culture Collection, Washington, D. C. The culture medium consisted 

of 3 g NaCl, 0.3 cc glycerol, 0.3 g CaCO3 and about 2.3 g nutrient agar 

in 100 cc of water. 

APPARATUS 

The solenoid of modified Bitter principle had a vertical core with a 

1-in. inner diameter. The water-cooled magnet could operate at 140,000 

Oe for at least 2 hr. Figure 1 shows the variation of the field strength 

and the gradient with the distance above or below the geometrical cen

ter of the magnet. The maximal field strength in the center of the 

magnet cloes not change by more than 1% over a length of the core of 

4 cm. Maxima of the gradient are attained at a distance of 11 cm on 

both sides of the geometrica 1 center of the magnet. 
Since biocffects of alternating mag11etic fields may be different 

from the effects oi constant fie leis, the characteristic for the generator 

needs to be considered. The main component of the ripple is an al

ternating current of 12 cps on which are superposed currents of higher 

frequency, but of lower intensity. The magnetic field strength due to 

the ripple current did not exceed about 50 Oe at the highest load of the 

magnet. 
The animals we:re enclosed in a plastic tube which fit the core of 

CHAPTER II 

Fig. 2. Plastic-tube insert used to contain the animals. Smaller containers were 
used for flies and eggs, and the long slat with cups held the bacteria culrures 
inside the plastic tube. 
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the magnet (Figure 2). The lower part. of the animal test tube carried 

a cooling jacket which also enclosed the mouse between a perforated 

partition wall and the bottom of the plastic tube. Tubing supplied air to 

the mouse enclosure. Other biosamples were housed in small plastic 

containers which could be lowered into the plastic tube and held at a 

desired distance from the center of the field. Four such containers can 

be seen in Figure 2. A separate tubing enclosed a plastic slat with cup

like indentations to hold bacteria-inoculated media (bottom of Figure 2). 

PRELIMINARY TRIALS 

Preliminary experiments outside the magnetic field demonstrated 

that mice could be held enclosed in a narrow vertical tube with the head 

of the animal pointed upward for at least 6 hr. Oxygen must be supplied 

_I 
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and carbon .dioxide removed by a steady stream of air guided to the 

animal's head. 
Other experiments showed that the temperature close to the geo

metric center of the core increased from room temperature to 35° C 

during 1 hr of operation of the magnet at 100,000 Oe. To avoid this 

heating effect by the magnet and to remove metabolic heat generated by 

the enclosed animals, a water jacket was applied around the plastic tube. 

A flow of 8.5 ml of water per minute with an inlet temperature of l0°C 

and an outlet temperature of 23°C held the thermoenvironment of a 

mouse during an exposure time of 2 hr close to room temperat·ure. 

The question about a possible biological effect of the alternating 

magnetic field superposed on the direct magnetic field was approached 

experimentally. An alternating current similar in frequency and strength 

to the alternating component of the rotating generator was applied to 

the coil. For this purpose a number of additional components including 

frequencies of 20 and 36 cycles was superposed on the main wave form 

of 12 cycles. The total field strength of this alternating magnetic field 

was about 50 Oe, roughly as much as the alternating component field 

strength of the rotating generator. 
A mouse placed in the center of this alternating field as well as 30 

fruit flies placed in the core at different distances from the geometric 

center showed no visible effects after 1 hr of exposure to the ripple 

field. It appears that the magnetic ripple field can be neglected in a 

discussion of the effects of the direct field. 

FINAL TRIALS 

The final procedure of exposure of animals to very strong magnetic 

fields was determined by the desire to use the available volume in the 

core as efficiently as possible. In addition, information was desired 

not only on the bioeffects of the homogeneous part of strong fields but 

also on the effects of the considerable gradient of the inhomogeneous 

fields bordering the center of the core on both sides (Figure 1). 

In experiments with mice, the animal was enclosed in the end part 

of the plastic tube. It could move slightly but not reverse its position. 

The mouse was cooled by the water jacket and supplied with air from 

the outside by a pump. Usually, the plastic tube was lowered into the 

core of the magnc,t to a depth which placed the center of the animal at 

the geometrical center of the field. The gradient in this part of the 

field was about 500 Oe/cm. Por exposure of the mouse to a part of the 

magnetic field with a high gradient, the plastic tube was lowered to the 

specified location in the core of the magnet. 

Drosophila were exposed in small plastic containers holding 10 to 

20 flies and lowered into the plastic tube to a specialized location in the 

field not containing the mouse. In experiments in which fruit flies were 

exposed exclusively, the small containers were staggered on top of each 

other a long the useful length of the plastic tube. 
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Sea urchin eggs were exposed in containers similar to those used for 

Drosophila. The eggs were fertilized shortly before exposure to the 

magnetic field. Samples of luminescent bacteria on a solid medium 

were arranged in the form of small cups in a slat which extended nearly 

the whole length of the core. The slat was enclosed in plastic tubing to 

prevent the samples from drying out. The luminescent bacteria were 

photographed in their own light by contact photography before and after 

the experiment or the light measured with a photomultiplier. 

The fully charged biosample tube was inserted into the magnet core 

and the field increased at a regulated rate of 700 Oe_/sec. After the 

specified time of exposure, the field was decreased at the same auto

matically regulated rate. Several experiments were performed at a 

constant maximal field strength of 140,000 Oe. Other experiments used 

fields of lower intensity, but not, however below 100,000 Oe in the center 

of the coil. 

RESULTS 

Mice 

From a total number of seven mice exposed in separate experiments 

to a homogeneous magnetic field of 100,000 Oe or higher, six survived. 

The one lethal exposure to a field of 120,000 Oe for 1 hr may be at

tributed to thermostress, since this was the only experiment in which 

no cooling of the animal was applied. Three of the remaining six ani

mals were exposed for 10 min, 30 min; and 1 hr to a practically homo

geneous field of 120,000 Oe. The animals all survived this exposure, 

after which they increased normally in weight and are in good health 

at the time this report is written, 8 months after exposure. Two other 

mice were exposed to 100,000 Oe for 1 and 2 hr, respectively. These 

animals , also showed no ill effects and increased normally in wei.ght 

after exposure, but the animal exposed for 1 hr died 4 months afterwards 

from unknown causes. However, one animal from a control series of 

matched unexposed animals died also at about 'the same time. One last 

mouse exposed to a high gradient of the magnetic field (7000 Oe/cm at 

43,000 Oe) showed no ill effects after 1 hr of exposure. The animal's 

weight increased normally and it remained in good health 8 months 

after exposure. No changes in numbers of neutrophils, lymphocytes, 

or monocytes were noticed in any of the animals directly after expo

sure and also none 1 day later. 

Drosophila 

Eggs (age 4½ hours), larvae (6 days), pupae (8 days), and adult flies 

of both sexes (20 days) were exposed to a homogeneous field of 140,000 

Oe (1 % gradient) for 1 and 2 hr in separate experiments. The post-ex

posure development was not influenced by the magnetic field: the per-
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_centage ·:-of. -hatching and the sex ratio in the P-1 and F-1 gener~t~on 
·were. the ··same as . .in· control samples and no mutants or abnormalities 

were observed in the F-1 generation. _ 
- ~ Similar: exposures -for 2 hr in those parts of the field with the 
highest g~adient of about 10,000 Oe/cm also did not show any influence 
on the development of Drosophila. A total of 800 eggs, larvae, pupae, 
and imagoes ·were exposed during these experiments in homogeneous 
and heterogeneous strong magnetic fields. . . 

In a -test of the cumulative effect of the magnetic field, a sample of 
flies was exposed to afieldof75,000Oe with a gradient of 11,000 Oe/cm 

for two periods each of ½ hr duration. A field-free interval of ¼ hr 
separated the exposure .periods. The effect of this cumulated exposure 
was not lethal. 

A study of survival was not the exclusive goal of the experiments 
with Dros~phila, but an attempt was also made to answer some genetic 
questions. Two additional experiments were made for this purpose 
by Close and Beischer3 as follows: 

1. The "Muller 5" strain of Drosophila melanogaster contains a 
recessive "yellow body" gene on .the X-chromosome. The trait is ob
served in femaJes receiving a Wild-type homolog from the male parent 
and becomes manifest in the· F:-1 females in the event of mutation at 
this locus in the exposed male parent. ,. 

Male Wild-type Drosophila were placed for.30 min in a homogeneo_us 
field of 100,000 Oe. Three days later the male flies were crossed with 
virgin "Muller 5" females. Only one yellow-body female. was observed 
out of 250 female F-1 flies with normal body color, while no mutants 
were observed among 218 female F-1 controls. As the nu11:ber_ of 
animals observed was small, these results are not very conclusive m
sofar as deviation from normal recessive mutation rate at this locus 
is concerned. It should be pointed out, however, that all the F-1 flies 
examined, with the one noted exception, appeared normal and were 
fertile. 

2. Alterations in the sex ratio may also provide an indication of 
mutation. Since mutations are nearly always harmful, males exposed 
to mutagenic agents such as radiation produce fewer female offspring 
and a higher proportion of male in the progeny results. 

\Vhen both parents are exposed to mutagenic agents to the same 
extent, distortion in the sex ratio may also occur. Fewer male off
spring will be observed in this case as a manifestation of sex-linked 
lethals in the exposed female parent. 

Out of 433 flies of the F-1 progeny of the male Wild-type flies 
originally exposed for 30 min to a homogeneous field of 100,000 Oe, 
43% were male, while for the controls 45% of the F-1 progeny were male. 

The difference is not significant and the deviation is opposite that ex
pected if the paternal X-chromosome bears an increased load of 
mutations. 
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In an experiment in which male and female Wild-type were exposed 

to a homogeneous field of 100,000 Oe fc:>r 2 hr, 44.3% of 289 F-1 flies 
were male, whereas in a control experiment outside the field 49% of 
181 flies were male. The difference, even though in the direction of a 
mutagenic effect, is not significant. All of the F-1 flies examined in 
connection with this experiment appeared normal in appearance and 
fertility. 

The results of this genetic study can be summarized by stating that 
no temporary infertility of the male Drosophila,-Wild type, or sex-linked 
chromosomal changes occurred with high frequencies in animals exposed 
for short time intervals to high-intensity magnetic fields. It was also 
observed that the life cycle of animals born from exposed females was 
not disturbed and that hatching times and the sex ratio were not affected 
in such animals. 

Sea Urchin Eggs, Luminescent Bacteria, and Neurospora 

Early cleavage of ova of the sea urchin Arbacia punctulata was 
retarded significantly by exposure of the eggs for 2 hr after fertiliza
tion to the homogeneous and heterogeneous part of a magnetic field 
with a maximum strength of 140,000 Oe. Normal plutei formed in the 
same percentage of the original eggs as in the control samples. A 
2-hr exposure of Neurospora crassa conidia to homogeneous and hetero
geneous portions of a 140,000-Oe field produced no mutants. The 

light emission from Photobacterium fischeri measured by photomul
tiplier tube was not changed by a I-hr exposure to magnetic field con
ditions as used for Neurospora. 

DISCUSSION 

In this study a first attempt has been made to extend the limits of 
information on the biological effects ._of very strong magnetic fields. 
The maximal field strength applied in previous biomagnetic experi
ments, to our knowledge, was 43,000 Oe, 4 and most experiments in this 
field have been executed at a field strength below 20,000 Oe. One of the 
main reasons for increasing the field strength in biological experiments 
is the steep increase of energy density with increase of field strength. 
The energy density per volume of a magnetic field increases with the 
square of the field strength. The energy density at 125,000 Oe is about 
40 times greater than at 20,000 Oe. 

However, even in the strongest magnetic fields which can be real
ized technically, the magnetic moment of the electron multiplied by the 
field strength is small compared with the kinetic energy kT. Only in a 
field of several million oersted would the magnetic moment of the 
electron spin (0. 917 x 10-20 erg) multiplied by the field strength equal 
and surpass the kinetic energy hT at room temperature (4.14 x 10- 14 
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erg). These considerations make it appear most unlikely that the 
strongest available homogeneous magnetic fields will elicit purely mag
netic effects in biological material. · The survival of mice and flies 
demonstrated in this study at 120,000 Oe is plausible in the light of this 
consideration. 

The results of the exposure of animals to strong magnetic fields 
with a high gradient do not differ noticeably from the results obtained 
with strong homogeneous fields. The physical effects of such fields on 
living matter seem to be within tolerable limits for the applied expo
sure time. 

The results of this study even in their present rudimentary form 
have valuable implications on the exposure of man to strong magnetic 
fields. The fact that a mammal survived prolonged exposure to a mag
netic field of 120,000 Oe increases to a certain degree confidence in the 
safety range in human exposure: It was reported previously5 that no 
harmful effects were observed in men exposed to magnetic fields up to 
20,000 Oe for a duration of 15 min. Further animal experiments at 
very high field strength will substantially contribute to the appraise
ment of possible physiological and psychological effects in man if he 
should be exposed to strong magnetic fields in connection with space 
travel. 
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